Mazzaroth
Hebrew for “Constellations of the Zodiac”
Definitions:
 Decan = a division of a Zodiac sign
 Twelve signs = twelve tribes of Israel
 Twelve signs = 12 houses surrounding the earth in the heavens. They are God’s blueprint of
earth.

#1: Virgo – Virgin
Decan #1: Coma
Decan #2: The Centaur
Decan #3: Bootes
Voice of Seat:

#2: Libra – Realm of
Function in her voice
Decan #1: Crux
Decan #2: Lupus
Decan #3: Corona

Voice of Seat:

The woman with the branch
The desired, the infant held by the woman; the
seed. Infant as the desired one.
Dart pierced victim: The King Messiah offering
himself as a sacrifice.
Great Shepherd and harvester: The coming of
the Branch as the guardian of the flock.
The seed of woman. The desire of nations. A man
of double nature in humility. An exalted
shepherd and harvester.

Scripture
Isa. 9:6

The scales of redeeming

Scripture

Picture of a cross: The finished work of
redemption
Victim pierced to death: The victim of the
sacrifice
The Crown: The crown of His glory

Dan. 9:24
John 19:30
Dan 9:26
Gen. 22:8
Rev 19:12
Psalm 8:5
Psalm 132:18

A price to be paid. The cross to be endured. The
victim slain and the crown purchased.

Matt. 20:28
John 10:14

#3: Scorpio – Scorpion Conflict of the Messiah
Decan #1: Serpent
Decan #2: Ophiuchus
Decan #3: Hercules
Voice of Seat:

The enemy with which he contends
The Desired, holding the serpent, his foot on the
head of the scorpion
Picture of a mighty man. He who bruises, his foot
over the head of the dragon.
Voice decrees there is a conflict with a serpent’s
coil, a struggle with enemy toiling with a
vanquisher of evil.

Decan #1: Lyra

Sending forth of the gospel
The eagle holding the harp; the triumph

Decan #2: Ara

The alter of the completed sacrifice

Decan #3: Draco

The enemy who is to be trodden under foot

Voice of Seat:

Voice is a double natural one, triumphing who
gladdens heavens. Builds fires of punishment and
casts down the dragon.

#5: Capricornus

The slaying of the victim
(arrow) The arrow of slaying
(eagle) The falling eagle; his dying
(Dolphin) The pouring out of his soul unto death.
A life out of death, the arrow of God piercing and
falling. Spring up again with abundant life.

#4: Saggitarius

Decan #1: Sagitta
Decan #2: Aquila
Decan #3: Delphinus
Voice of Seat:

Scripture
Gen. 3:15
Hagg 2:7
Gen. 3:15
Psalm 91:13

Scripture
Matt 16:27
Rev 19:15
Mark 13:26
Heb 13:10
Psalm 43:4
Psalm 91:13

Scripture
Psalm 38:2
Isa 53
Isa 53

#6: Aquarius
Decan #1: Southern fish
Decan #2: Pegasus

Decan #3: Cygnus
Voice of Seat:

#7: Pisces
Decan #1: The Band
Decan #2: Cepheus
Decan #3: Andromeda
Voice of Seat:

#8: Aries
Decan #1: Cassiopeia

Decan #2: Cetus
Decan #3: Perseus
Voice of Seat:

The pouring forth of spiritual blessings
Southern Realm; the church drinking the water
of life
The winged horse, going to return again.

The swan; the bird of passage who goes and
comes again.
Life – water flowing from high up on high,
drinking in the heavenly food, carrying the good
news by bearing the cross of the earth

The multitudes of the redeemed
Uniting the church before and after the first
coming of the Lord.
The branch, crowned King.
The Church released by the Deliverer, who
breaks the bonds of death.
Multiplication of the redeemer’s people. Uphold
and governed by the lamb, the intended bride
bound and exposed and the bridegroom being
exalted.

The Lamb as it had been slain (Rev 5:6)
A woman enthroned. The church set free, raised,
enthroned.

See monster bound by the lamb. The serpent
bound
Armed and mighty men. The Deliverer, breaking
the bonds of the afflicted church.
Lamb found worthy. Bride releasing and marking
ready. Satan being bound and the breaker
triumphing

Scripture
John 4:14
Zech 6:7
Rev 19:11
John 14:3
Acts 1:11

Scripture
John 10:16
Jer 23:5
Rev 14:14
Isa 61:1
Rev 20:5

Scripture
Rev 19:7,8
Rev 21:9
1 Sam 2:8
Isa 60, 62
Rev 20:22
Isa 27:1
Isa 54:11
Micah 2:13

#9: Taurus – The bull
Decan #1: Orion
Decan #2: Eridanus
Decan #3: Auriga

The bull, one a sacrifice, now ruling
Glorious prince. The coming of Him mighty to
save
Orion’s River. The river, converted nations under
the type of water.
The good shepherd and his redeemed flock.

Voice of Seat:

Invincible ruler coming. The sublime vanquisher
with a river of judgment from the all-ruling
shepherd

#10: Gemini
Decan #1: Lepus

The Messiah uniting the Divine and human
nature
(Serpent) The enemy under his feet.

Decan #2: Sirius

(Canus Major - Dog) He that comes as the Prince

Decan #3: Procyon

(Canus Minor – 2nd dog) He that comes as the
redeemer
Marriage of the Lamb. The enemy trodden down.
The prince coming in glory and his princely
followers following.

Voice of Seat:

#11: Cancer
Decan #1: Ursa minor
Decan #2: Ursa major
Decan #3: Argo
Voice of Seat

The possession, the reward of His sufferings
Lesser sheep fold. The Church before the first
coming of Christ
Greater sheep fold. The church after the first
coming of Christ
(Shepherd) The company of travelers to the
heavenly Canaan.
Positions secured. The lesser fold church of the
1st born and the greater fold (Israel – 2nd born)
coming into inheritance. The safe folding into an
everlasting Kingdom

Scripture
Rev 19
Eze 47
Isa 40:11
Eze 34:23
John 10:11,14

Scripture
1 Cor 15:27
Psalm 8:6
Dan 9:25
Isa 9:6
Isa 59:20

Scripture
Jer 23:3
Eze 36:37
John 10:16

#12: Leo
Decan #1: Hydra
Decan #2: Crater
Decan #3: Corvus

The Lion of Judah punishing the enemy
(Serpent) The serpent, the enemy
The cup of the wrath of God resting upon him.
Raven or bird of doom. The bird of prey eating
on his flesh
The desired infant held by the woman: seed

Decan #4: Star Alphus
(Coma)
Decan #4: Dino bola
Messiah/King offering himself as sacrifice
(Centaur)
Decan #5: Bootes (Danib Coming of branch as guardian of flock
Alisid)
Voice of Seat:
A Lion coming from a tribe to trample the
serpent under foot to bring judgment that he
shall reign forever and ever and ever.

Scripture
Isa 27:1
Psalm 75:8
Rev 19:17
Isa 9:6
John 10:18
Matt 20:28
John 10:14

Origin of the Mazzaroth:
 Attributed to the beginning of human kind. Cassini, an early astronomer said “It is impossible to
doubt that astronomy was invented from the beginning of the world; history, profane as well as
sacred, testifies to this truth.” He refers to Philo for the assertion that “Terah, the father of
Abraham, who lived more than a hundred years with Noah, had much studied astronomy, and
taught it to Abraham, who is said by Josephus to have taught it to the Egyptians.” (Mazzaroth
by Frances Rolleston)
 “The people, probably from their ancestor Noah, the same knowledge of it which Sir William
Jones considers all the early nations possessed. Abraham may have added the superior science
which all antiquity attributes to the Chaldeans.”
 Enoch, was a skilled in astronomy and other sciences, and that he was with Mermes
Trismegistus. The Jews call him the “great scribe” and say that he was the first who composed
books of astronomy. He was the first inventor of astrology, not the Egyptians.
 “Pimander,” is a work attributed to Hermes Trismegistus, who as an antediluvian (people from
a time before Noah’s flood). The Zodiac is called a “tabernacle” in this work. If Pi is taken as an
Egyptian article, Mander may mean by its primitive root, devoted, consecrated: a religious
work.
 It is said by Achilles Tatius, that the Egyptian and Chaldean signs were the same as everywhere
else, but differently named.
 In reality, “all astronomers agree that the origin of astronomy is not to be found in history.”
 The most ancient use of Zodiac is in the Hebrew scriptures (The Orbs of Heaven” – a modern
astronomical work)
 Jesuit missionaries are said to have brought astronomy to China where the Chinese emperor,
Yao, is there said to have divided the twelve signs by the twenty-eight Mansions of the Moon,
but is not said to have invented any of them.
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